THE POINT
NM

FALL 2003

THE NEWSPAPER FOR
NEIMAN MARCUS
INCIRCLE REWARDS MEMBERS

All The Juicy Details
Uncorking Fall Trends in Napa Valley. Rocking
Out With Kelly Gray. On With The Show in
Philly. Fab Finds and Gorgeous Getaways.
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You can look forward to an exceptional crop of berry-hued clothes that will put you in a
wine country state of mind. Paired with complementary accessories, the effect is intoxicating.

Valley Girl
Go on, swirl away. Opposite: Adrienne Landau fur-trimmed kimono, 2,750.00. Catherine Malandrino pink camisole, 230.00, and skirt, 245.00.
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Bright with a saucy finish.

Leave a lasting impression. Gucci satin-trimmed velvet jacket, 1,960.00, matching pants, 1,090.00, and satin shirt, 650.00.

INCIRCLE REWARDS LEVEL: 50,000 POINTS
DESTINATION: SONOMA AND NAPA VALLEY
WHO: INCIRCLERS WITH AN APPETITE FOR THE GOOD LIFE
DREAMS OF: ABANDONING AN ADVANCING CAREER AS A BOOK EDITOR
TO FOLLOW A PASSION FOR ALEXANDER VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON
WHERE YOU’LL RELAX: THE FAIRMONT SONOMA MISSION INN & SPA

Slowing your pace and simply enjoying
the scenery and taste of local flavor is the plan of action with this InCircle Rewards®

•
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Ripe color, bold undertones.

A great dress only improves with age. Oscar de la Renta brocade dress, 3,800.00.

In a locale once considered a sacred healing ground by native settlers, The Fairmont

gourmet spa cuisine at Santé—the signature restaurant that will vie for your culinary

sits on 135-degree thermal mineral baths that flow from 1,100 feet below. As part

affection with an award-winning menu featuring local bounty. Travel to wineries in the

of this reward package, you’re invited to relax in the healing waters and luxurious

Mayacamas Mountains where Linda Viviani, president and winemaker of Viviani, Inc.

atmosphere with your gift of two spa treatments per person. Come up for air, restored

Wine Country Specialists, will escort you on a private Bounty Hunter Rare Wine tasting.

and refreshed.

Meander through family-owned wineries and quiet rural back roads. Sip a glass from a

luxurious two-night getaway at The Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn & Spa in Northern
California. Locals refer to their relaxing town as “Slow -noma.” And Jack London
rhapsodized about the region in The Valley of the Moon: “The air is wine. The grapes

well-established estate and discover delicious blends from up-and-coming, young

OENOPHILES REJOICE: GO ON A PRIVATE TASTING OF SOME OF THE

on a score of rolling hills are red with autumn flame. Across Sonoma Mountain, wisps

WORLD’S RARE AND CULT-STATUS WINES WITH LINDA VIVIANI

of sea fog are stealing. The afternoon sun smolders in the drowsy sky. I have everything

When not reveling in the pampering
services of the spa or the cozy, well- appointed rooms, InCirclers of The Fairmont head

to make me glad I am alive.”
to the hills for biking and hiking adventures or to the 18-hole golf course and return for

winemakers. Get a taste of local history as well as the fruit of the vine.
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NM MICHIGAN AVENUE

This summer at NM Michigan Avenue, the Dolce & Gabbana luncheon and
fashion presentation was the hottest ticket in town. Highlights included dazzling designs from the fall collection. To join in on the fun,
check out your NM store for more special events.

CROCODILE ROCKS
How exotic! Spotted on more than one fall runway,
colored crocodile and alligator accessories are the
choice of fashion cognoscenti everywhere. Croc means
classic; color makes it modern. And we mean COLOR!

Dolce & Gabbana fashion show

Dolce & Gabbana fashion show

Lyn McKeaney and Marijo Gordon

Mary Lasky and Erin Gravelyn

Dolce & Gabbana fashion show
Leslie Karr and Penny Greenspan

Take a walk on the wild side.
Find the lilac Dolce & Gabbana
slingback pump, 995.00, and pink
Manolo Blahnik slide, 995.00,
in the Shoe Salon. Get your
hands on the denim blue Nancy
Gonzalez clutch, 905.00,
chartreuse VBH handbag with
silver metal hardware, 4,900.00,
and blue Judith Leiber handbag,
3,995.00, in Designer Handbags.

Taylor Garber and Nadine Epstein

Visit selected NM stores or
NeimanMarcus.com to see
“Manolo Blahnik, one of my
favorites,” a collection of his
vintage styles.

Debbie Marchese

KATE SPADE
8
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Offers and objects of desire

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to the Shoe Salon by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

MARIEBELLE

WALK IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Epicure by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

TAHARI SUITS

WALK IN

name

nm account number

rp.
of Kosé Co
trademark
a registered
Awake is

No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Galleria Collections by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

nm account number

No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Hosiery by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

STEUBEN

WALK IN

name

SWEET!

SUITS YOU FINE

HANKY SPANKY

Any aficionado worth his or her weight
in cocoa can tell you there’s chocolate,
and then there’s chocolate. And treats
from MarieBelle belong in the latter
category. Handmade of premium milk,
white, and bittersweet chocolate, this
mouthwatering cocoa mix contains
up to 72 percent cocoa beans, resulting
in a rich, complex flavor. Go ahead,
indulge. Enter to win this tin of her
versatile cocoa mix (a $22 value)
in Epicure.

Question: What do you get when
you combine fall’s ladylike look
with designs from Tahari Suits?
Answer: A tasteful collection that
translates easily from the catwalk
to the walk-in closet. Sleek, defined
lines in colors such as black,
bronze, and gray punctuate this
season with diverse pieces suitable
for any occasion. Enter to win
one of five suits (a $500 value
each) in Galleria Collections.

Women who have discovered the
flattering effect of Spanx by Sara
Blakely will rejoice about the
latest offerings in Hosiery. And
one lucky lass at each NM store
will receive a set of the new
designs (a $124 value). Two Timin’ Tights and Trouser Socks
are the first and only reversible
single -layer styles; one side is
chocolate brown and the other
is black. The Control Top Fishnets
are the only fishnets with a
shapewear top, and the Topless
Trouser Socks are comfortable
with no visible leg band. Turbo
Tights are a black opaque version
of the original footless Spanx,
while All The Way Spanx are
in the tradition of usual hosiery
(with unusual comfort and a
slimming fit).

BIRTHDAY MAGIC
Steuben knows that any truly memorable birthday celebration includes spectacular party favors.
This marks its hundredth year, and three InCirclers will take home a Steuben Harmony Bowl
designed by Peter Aldridge (a $3,500 value)— enter to win in Home Decor. This handcrafted,
award - winning work is constructed of two pieces of glass combined to create an illusion that
the spherical form is suspended and the bowl itself is floating above the surface.

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Home Decor by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

FRESH

WALK IN

name

.
ANEL, Inc
arks of CH
red tradem
are registe

Keep it simple, silly. That’s the
idea behind designs from kate
spade. In addition to modern
totes, the designer is known for
feminine-not-fussy shoes—from
flats to pumps to boots. The
company celebrates its tenth
anniversary this year, and you’re
invited to enter to win a pair
of kate spade shoes (a $200
value) in the Shoe Salon.

WALK IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

ACQUA DI PARMA

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics or Men’s Fragrances by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

GUCCI

WALK IN

name

nm account number

No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics or Men’s Fragrances by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

CARTIER

WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS
Never underestimate a good skincare regimen. Fresh introduces Crème Ancienne (inspired by the cream
created by Claudius Galenus, doctor to Marcus Aurelius) in Cosmetics. Its formula nurtures skin, creating a
barrier that prevents moisture loss, in turn protecting against signs of aging. Emollient meadowfoam seed oil
is hand-blended with rosewater, beeswax, and sodium borate, following the precedent set by the original.
See if it receives a thumbs-up from you— e n t e r t o w i n a g i f t b o x w i t h t r e a t s f r o m F r e s h (a $250 value).

The nose knows there are several new
fragrance introductions this fall
at NM for both men and women.
CITRUS STATE

HOMME BUYER

LEADING LADIES

Acqua di Parma has long
been the choice for discerning
gentlemen. And now its options
have expanded with the
introduction of Colonia Assoluta,
the fragrance house’s latest
creation, in Cosmetics and
Men’s Fragrances. This fresh,
sensual scent is a citrus,
floral, spicy, woodsy blend.
It all goes to prove you don’t
need to hail from Parma, Rome,
or Milan to exude classic Italian
elegance. Follow your nose and
enter to win a 3. 4 - ounce
Colonia Assoluta eau de
cologne spray, 3. 3 - ounce
Colonia moisturizing cream,
6. 8 - o u n c e C o l o n i a b a t h g e l ,
3. 5 - ounce soap, and 3 1ounce Colonia scented
candle (a $248 total value).

When someone asks the secret
to your success, say it’s simply
your good scents. Gucci
introduces Gucci Pour Homme,
a chic and elegant new
fragrance that lends an aura
of power. Experience the
unique combination of precious
woods, amber, and exotic
spices for yourself in Men’s
Fragrances and discover the
women’s fragrance, Gucci Eau
de Parfum, in Cosmetics. Enter
to win a collection that
includes a men’s 3. 4 - ounce
e a u d e t o i l e t t e , 3. 4 - o u n c e
a f t e r s h a v e , a n d 6 . 7 - ounce
shower gel, along with a
w o m e n ’ s 2. 5 - o u n c e e a u d e
parfum and 6. 8 - ounce body
lotion (a $260 total value).

Would you rather be part
of the chorus line or the star?
The newest fragrance from
Cartier, Le Baiser du Dragon,
is a distinctive scent that
sets the wearer apart from
the crowd. This sensual blend,
which includes amaretto,
gardenia, and patchouli, has
a vibrant, magnetic personality
— essential ingredients for star
power. Enter to win a gift box
containing a 1 - ounce perfume,
6.7 5 - o u n c e l o t i o n , a n d 6 . 7 5 ounce shower gel (a $260
total value) in Cosmetics.

WALK IN

name

CHANEL and

TEN THINGS WE LOVE
ABOUT KATE

SPANX

Say technology and skincare bumped into each other
at a cocktail party and they got along
so well they became best friends. That could
explain the newest treatments hitting the
Cosmetics floor this fall at NM.

WALK IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

PRADA

WALK IN

name

nm account number

No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

SHINY, NO.
HAPPY, YES.
Ahhhhh. Serious skin
therapy that feels good
and looks even better.
Visual Skincare from
Prada is that and more.
The Hydrating Gel
Cream/Matte, which
debuted backstage at the
Prada Spring 2003
fashion show, leaves skin
smooth with a soft
powder finish that can be
worn alone or under
makeup. It controls oil,
moisturizes, and minimizes
the appearance of pores.
Try it out for yourself in
Cosmetics— e n t e r t o w i n
a skincare collection
set (a $95 total value).

SKIN TIGHT

FIRST THINGS FIRST THAT’S INTENSE

Give your complexion two
weeks’ notice. Because
after 14 days of using the
Awake Skin Renovation
Serum 14, you’ll have
firmer, softer skin. This
platinum collection,
created exclusively for
NM, uses state -of - the- art
technology to deliver rice
and green tea extracts that
regulate cell turnover,
resulting in youngerlooking skin. Enter to win
the Skin Renovation
Serum 14 (a $180 value)
and put in your notice in
Cosmetics.

CHANEL has got your
number. Crème No1,
Emulsion No1, and Eye
Crème No1 are formulated
with a powerful organic
complex that helps keep skin
well supplied with oxygen
for a vital, healthy look.
These superrich treatment
products visibly firm,
minimizing lines and
wrinkles to restore a youthful
appearance. Find them in
Cosmetics and enter to
win a CHANEL cosmetics
bag with a 1- ounce Lift
Sérum Extréme AntiWrinkle Firming Complex,
.5 - o u n c e U l t r a C o r r e c t i o n
Eye Ant i - Wrinkle
Restructuring Eye Cream,
and 2. 6 - ounce Maximum
Line Smoothing Mask
(a $176 total value).

It’s time to get serious—
with your age-defying
skincare regimen, that is.
Intensité Crème Lustre
from Ré Vive invigorates
collagen production,
resulting in plumped-up
wrinkles and a more
youthful appearance. It
also blocks enzymes that
damage collagen to slow
signs of aging, brightens
the complexion, and
reduces the appearance
of sun damage, fine
lines, and more. Enter
to win a 2 - ounce jar of
Intensité Crème Lustre
(a $375 value) in
Cosmetics.

AWAKE

WALK IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

CHANEL

®

WALK IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

RÉ VIVE

WALK IN

name

nm account number

No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Cosmetics by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

JAY STRONGWATER

WALK

IN

name

nm account number
No purchase necessary. Bring this form to Home Decor by October 5, 2003, to be eligible for the drawing.
See Customer Service for details.

THE MANE THING
It’s a jungle out there! Luckily, Jay Strongwater has captured it perfectly in his new
NM Exclusive Jungle Collection of hand - enameled figurines with Swarovski crystal
details. You don’t have to go on safari to bring home a majestic lion—ssimply enter
to win one (a $1,450 value) in Home Decor.

FOR THE RECORD
Prizes awarded by the InCircle Rewards® program are taxable to the recipients. We are required to file a Form 1099 reflecting the value of
the prizes with the Internal Revenue Service and provide a copy of the Form 1099 to the prize recipients. Before a prize can be awarded, the
winner must complete a Form W-9 and deliver it to the InCircle Rewards office. This form provides us with the information necessary to
complete and file the Form 1099. Refusal to provide the Form W-9 will result in prize forfeit.
If you prefer not to receive contest materials, please write InCircle Rewards, P.O. Box 3188, Dallas, TX 75221.
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NM ATLANTA

Fashionistas were out in full force at NM Atlanta this April to toast Albert Kriemler’s Fall 2003 Collection
for Akris. The runway show featured luxe fur scarves, timeless pantsuits, and little black dresses. And every guest left with a lace
handkerchief from St. Gallen, Switzerland—a special treat from Kriemler’s hometown.

FREE FOR ALL
It’s Ornamental, My Dear
The holidays will be here before you know it. And before you make your list
and check it twice, get in the spirit by pulling out the decorations. Nothing
beats decking the halls to get you humming the season’s tunes, and nowhere
Albert Kriemler,
Corky Gelder, and Zoe Gelder

beats Neiman Marcus when it comes to festive accents. Visit Holiday
GloriesSM for everything from cards to stockings to tree trimmings.
Helene Feig
At every NM, the first 50 InCirclers to visit Holiday Glories will
receive a complimentary ornament. All you have to do is ask (no letter to
the North Pole required). Stop by each month from October through December,
because each turn of the calendar means a brand-new ornament representing
what is special about that month. Be sure you’re one of the first 50 to stop
by the store.

Akris fashion show

Akris fashion show

Anta Romm and Wanda Hopkins

Akris fashion show

Lynn Vining, Linda Hefner, and Yvonne Mendez

•
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TRAVEL RIGHT

OVER HEARD
The top five reasons to keep NM Gift Cards on hand.

LET’S SEA
What do you call it when wishes are fulfilled, when whims are anticipated, when
gratuities are gratis, and when every little detail has already been taken care of ?
We call it luxury’s zenith, Silversea Cruises.® It’s the ultimate in travel by sea. Greet the
world’s most desirable ports from your ocean - view suite’s private veranda. Delight in
inspired world cuisine. Relax and allow the attentive staff to pamper you. It’s all part
of the Silversea experience — the reason why the line has been named the world’s
best by prestigious publications, travel associations, and, most notably, its guests.
Our 2003 wish book offers two appealing Silversea Cruises options. Recharge
on a seven - night voyage that starts in Monte Carlo, calling at St. Tropez, Bonifacio,
Cannes, Marseille, and Palma de Mallorca on the way to Barcelona aboard Silver
Wind in a Veranda Suite at the 500,000-point level. Or choose to go on an
eight - night Mediterranean odyssey that departs from Barcelona and calls at Palma

de Mallorca, Ibiza, Málaga, Gibraltar, and Casablanca on the way to Lisbon
aboard Silver Whisper in the Owner’s Suite at the 2,000,000- point level.
When you select a voyage to the sun-splashed Caribbean or exotic South America
this winter, you’ll earn 15,000 InCircle Rewards points on any 2003 voyage.
For example, set sail on December 3, 2003, for eight nights from Rio de Janeiro
to Buenos Aires (Voyage 2321). Or discover the untamed majesty of Chile’s fjords
(Voyage 2322), leaving December 11, 2003, for a 17- night cruise from Buenos
Aires to Valparaiso. And because Silversea voyages are all-inclusive, you’ll be treated
to 24-hour room service and a selection of fine wines and spirits, all complimentary.
Plus, all gratuities are included, so you can relax and enjoy the journey. For more
information, contact your Virtuoso travel specialist at 1-800 - 953 - 4274 and mention
code SSCNM003.

A flag flying over the palace in Monaco indicates Prince Ranier is in the
principality. Wynton Marsalis is the first person to have won Grammy® awards

1. “Of course
I remembered your birthday! When was it again?”

2. “My chocolate
Lab dug up all of your begonias? And petunias? And tulips?”

in both jazz and classical categories. Located on the Douro River,
Porto is the birthplace of port wine.
FOR YOUR EARS ONLY

3. “Cousin Alice’s
wedding is this Saturday?”

Pick your seat—and then put your name on it. Jazz at Lincoln
Center invites you to name a seat in its new home, Frederick P.
Rose Hall. When it opens next fall in New York City, the
100,000 - square - foot center will be the world’s premier
performing arts facility created for jazz performance, education,
and broadcast. The hall was designed by renowned architect
Rafael Viñoly under the direction of the Jazz at Lincoln Center
Board and Artistic Director and acclaimed trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis. For each gift of $1,000 to $25,000, your name (or
any name you choose) will be engraved on an elegant plaque
for placement on a seat in the facility. And at the 2,500,000 point Chairman’s Circle level, you may redeem for a private
performance featuring Mr. Marsalis.

4. “Little Timmy
actually bit your ankle during his math lesson?”

5. “You got me
a gift? Oh! I didn’t know we were doing gifts.”

THAT’S A TRIP
INTRAV is really just another way to say “opulent travel.” And in our 2003 wish book,
you may say it six times. At the 400,000 - point level, take an eight-night tour of Spain and
Portugal on the Douro River aboard the 76 - passenger Douro Princess. Discover the diversity
of The People’s Republic of China with a fully escorted 15- night journey for 750,000
points. At the 1,500,000-point level, view France’s Saône and Rhone river valleys from the
newly christened Provence riverboat, exclusively chartered for a 12 - night InCircle Rewards
trip. Explore European countrysides with a nine-night getaway to Hampshire and Provence
with the Four Seasons Getaway Series for 2,000,000 points. Redeem 2,500,000 points
for a nine - night private - jet adventure to Latin America on a chartered Boeing luxury jet —
VIP-designed for 48 guests. Or take the ultimate golf trip at the 5,000,000- point level:
You and 15 friends will have exclusive use of a private luxury jet for a six - night adventure
playing Europe’s finest courses. A personal golf pro will accompany you to arrange for
club transportation and cleaning, tee times, and pairings.

Make life easier
and pick up an NM Gift Card® for those on your holiday list. It comes in any denomination
you wish. An added bonus is that it’s perfect for mailing to those out-of-towners on your list.
We’ve already searched the world over for the best of the best, so you may rest assured
the recipient will find something that tickles his or her fancy.
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OSCAR WILD
Confessions of Six
Oscar de la Renta Devotees

REFLECTIONS

Linda Schoenhals

slips into a suit that suits her.

SHOW STOPPER

Lynne Kirshner

prefers to make her buys at trunk shows.
“They’re so easy.“

INSTANT GRATIFICATION
When you spot one of his dresses,

LOVE AFFAIR

you know it.

Mary B. Griffin. “They’re classic.“

CHARMED

It’s only a half hour’s drive west of Philadelphia, mere minutes away from historic

Janice Gehret hasn’t met an

Oscar de la Renta design she didn’t like.

Valley Forge (where Washington and his troops fought the winter of 1777), and just

“I love Oscar de la Renta’s things,” confesses

Linda moves toward the suits. “I ordered this, but in ivory,” she says,
holding up a black suit with pink satin exposed at the upturned cuffs

PUBLIC NOTICE

“If you want to stand out in Philadelphia,

you have to wear color,“ advises Beth Cutler.

The NM alterations specialist, Voula Tzimoulis, flits in and out of the Couture
Salon, murmuring suggestions and nodding that, yes, she could in fact make this

a hop, skip, and jump away from glitzy Atlantic City. But another reason King of Prussia

“PHILADELPHIA HAS OVER 1,900 BLACK-TIE EVENTS A YEAR,” LYNNE EXPLAINS.

and collar. “And I think I’ll get this black dress and this one, too,” motioning toward a fun

shorter, that longer, something else more nipped in at the waist. “Voula is wonderful,”

is a top shopping destination: There’s no tax on clothing in Pennsylvania! So those who

And while ball gowns are the costume du jour for most functions, others call for more

little black number with rows of organza at the hem that resemble feathered finery.

whispers Beth. “She is very honest about what can and cannot be altered.”

shop the King’s NM are already some of the savviest around.

varied attire. Luckily for our group, this fall Oscar de la Renta is showing not only the
“THIS IS A WORK OF ART—SOMETHING YOU CAN WEAR FOR MORE THAN ONE

This brings to mind a comment Lynne made during lunch, just as her Mandarin Orange

SEASON,” DECLARES BETH, who has moved on from the Down With Love – style dresses

Soufflé salad arrived at the table. “I like trunk shows at NM because of the customer service.”

Bien sûr, you say, but who are they exactly? They’re as diverse as the sprawling store

spectacular gowns for which he is famous, but also some very natty separates.

itself—board members, attorneys, executives, philanthropists. We recently fluttered by for

And then there are the nonevent events to think of. “I have a fall wedding to attend, and

an afternoon in the Couture Salon with the Oscar de la Renta fall trunk show, preceded

I’m trying to find something for that,” says Janice Gehret, who flew in just this morning

by lunch in The Zodiac® (natch) with a half dozen local InCirclers.

from Boston, where her daughter is attending college.

to the black leather jacket.
And that, ladies and gents, is really the raison d’être. “Our clients could buy clothes
“I am loving this vest!” Adele calls back to her, holding it aloft for Beth’s inspection.

anywhere in the world,” says Couture Salon Manager Marjorie Deitch. “It’s about the
service and the special attention that make our trunk shows unique. Our sales associates

“I usually buy at trunk shows,” confesses Lynne Kirshner, who volunteers her time with

“When I buy formalwear, I amortize it in my mind,” Lynne continues (showing the side

the Junior Diabetes Foundation. “They’re so easy. I don’t have time to shop at individual

that has made her a successful Internet entrepreneur). “For example, I have a sequined

stores. If I can get it here, I get it here. Plus, I think there’s a better selection here than
in New York.”

skirt that I’ve worn to two events, and I plan to wear it on a cruise I’m going on later this
year. So if I don’t wear it again after that, I’m happy. Three times is enough.”

Janice, who has been quietly perusing the collection until the bubbly arrives, doesn’t
see anything she thinks she can live without: “I could wear this to Boston visiting my

understand clients’ needs and wardrobes. They can pick out options even before she comes
in, and the trunk shows offer choices.”

daughter, or out with friends, or shopping—everywhere!” Then she slips into a cropped
cashmere pea coat in a pale neutral shade while eyeing the same style in soft green.

Funny, that’s just what NM Vice President and Divisional Merchandise Manager of Couture
Ginny Hershey says. Coincidence? We think not. “For certain designers, we allow special

Linda Schoenhals agrees. “I’m doing more trunk shows this year,” says the Historical
Society of Delaware board member. “My taste is eclectic, and my sales associate is very
good at recognizing what I like: Rena Lange, Oscar de la Renta, Chado Ralph Rucci.”
Adele Elkins (who was recently honored along with her husband as Couple of the Year
by the AMITAI Heritage Foundation, a nonprofit group that provides medical supplies and

Mary B. Griffin, who takes Pilates® from a 70 - ish woman who studied under Joseph
Pilates himself, keeps her social schedule in mind but is also open to any piece that
catches her eye. “I love Oscar de la Renta’s things,” she states. “They’re classic. His
dresses just have a certain look. Alexander McQueen does similar things, just edgier,
turned up a notch. But when you see an Oscar dress, you know it.”

ambulances to Israel) and daughter Beth Cutler rely not only on trunk shows and their

And do we ever, once we hit the Couture Salon. In fact, we recognize one in particular:

sales associates for advice, but also on each other. “We often shop together,” comments

the dreamy beaded gown in which a best - actress nominee strolled the red carpet at an

Beth, an attorney and vice president of the National Melanoma Foundation. “I like to get

awards ceremony this year.

her opinion before I make a major purchase.” (This doesn’t mean they dress alike; later in
the afternoon, Beth “has to have” a tough-chic black leather jacket, while matriarch Adele
is drawn to a champagne fur - trimmed brocade vest.)

“Very Doris Day!” exclaims Beth, who has spotted ladylike sleeveless brocade dresses.

“I keep in mind the events I have coming up,” says Lynne, shopping with a purpose. “I don’t
need a lot of things in my closet. At this stage in my life, I’m trying to pare down. One of my
sons gave me a Polaroid ® camera for Mother’s Day, and I use it in my closet so I know what’s
where. One Manolo white shoe box looks like another Manolo white shoe box.”
Mary strolls by in a cashmere belted trenchcoat, collar flipped up and hands in the pockets.
“I would wear this to Chicago to visit my son,” she notes, pausing at a pair of chocolate
suede pants. “Or I would wear it to the symphony. It’s as light as a feather, and it goes so
well with these pants.”
“In Philadelphia, everyone wears black,” Beth calls from one of the settees. “If you want to stand
out, you have to wear color. I love color. I love red. I love orange.” (Although, even after much
needling, she won’t try on a flame - colored chiffon dress that begs to be taken out for a tango.)

orders, and in some instances these vendors are exclusive, which is really important for
many of our customers. Our goal is to try and maintain a close relationship with customers
who enjoy attending trunk shows.” In fact, she continues, WHEN BUYERS SEE A NEW
COLLECTION, THEY KNOW WHICH CUSTOMERS WILL LIKE WHICH DESIGNS.
“We often have specific customers in mind, and that’s because of trunk shows. We know,
for example, who Mrs. Smith is, what size she wears, who her sales associate is, and what
styles she prefers, so we’re able to keep an eye out for her at all times. If you name a trunk
show customer from any one of our stores, I can tell you who she is thanks to these events.”
And that makes shopping less taxing for everyone — not just the lucky ducks who
shop in Pennsylvania.
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WHO, WHAT,
WHEN, & WHERE

NM CORAL GABLES

Go on, be self-centered. Because it’s all about you at
Canyon Ranch Health Resorts in Tucson, Arizona, and
Lenox, Massachusetts. You choose what to do—a fitness
program, massage, biking, cooking class, or simply
relaxing and rejuvenating. The staff (an assembly of
physicians, nurses, nutritionists, exercise physiologists,
massage therapists, aquatic therapists, fitness instructors,
aestheticians, and more) imparts the joy of healthy living
through exhilarating activities, outdoor adventures,
wellness opportunities, and delectable cuisine. The focus
is on your wants and needs, which is why Canyon Ranch
resorts have been voted the world’s best year after year
by savvy spa-goers.

Katrina Peebles and Hello Campos
at the Judith Leiber event

Marysol Patton, Merri Grace McLeroy,
and Barbara Becker at the Buccellati event

NOT SO FAR EAST

Ana Bencomo and Fran Gonzalez
at the Buccellati event

Scott Kranz and Judy Cohen at the Buccellati event

Tucson has 350 days of sunshine a year. The population of Hong
Kong is 7,000,000 even though it’s smaller than the island of
Oahu. The first jigsaw puzzles date back to the 1760s.
Silvia Fortun, Darlene Perez,
Veronica Cervera-Goeseke, and
Alicia Cervera at the Buccellati event

CHANEL fashion show

Andres Asion and Ivette Arango
at the CHANEL event

TRENDY CITY

MASTER PIECES

MAKE A WISH

The city of Chicago is full of architectural delights,
including the Sofitel Chicago Water Tower, designed
by Jean-Paul Viguier. A visionary achievement of
creative angles and shapes, it embraces the city’s
legacy. Located just one block west of the Magnificent
Mile, it’s within walking distance of the Navy Pier
and nightlife on Rush Street—not to mention Water
Tower Place. Available for redemption at the
15,000-point level is a two-night stay, which includes
breakfast and two passes to the renowned Chicago
Architectural Tour.

There’s still time to make good on one of your New
Year’s resolutions: getting your holiday shopping done
early. We already know what to get the person
who has everything—a wooden jigsaw puzzle from
Stave Puzzles. Considered the crème de la crème
of puzzles by aficionados, each is completely made
by hand, one piece at a time. Signed and dated,
every design is unique and can be customized with
pieces such as initials. It’s available for redemption at
the 20,000-point level.

It’s birthday time for Steuben, but go ahead and give
yourself a gift. The storied crystal maker celebrates a
century this year, and in honor of the milestone,
they’re presenting the Heritage Series—12 original
designs from the company’s archive. Included in the
series is the NM Exclusive Heritage Lotus Vase,
numbered and signed SHS (for Steuben Heritage
Series) and NM in addition to the Steuben signature.
And at the 40,000-point level, you may add an
eight-piece “Counterpoint” stemware collection
to your table.
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This spring, the festivities at NM Coral Gables began when designer divas gathered to view
the sparkling Judith Leiber fall collection at a luncheon benefiting the American Red Cross. CHANEL® was all the rage at the fashion
presentation and cocktail party aiding the Jackson Memorial Foundation. And to top it all off, the Buccellati family celebrated the
opening of their first boutique at NM Coral Gables. Guests enjoyed a dinner under the stars catered by Mariposa and an up close
look at the latest silver treasures from Buccellati.

OM SWEET OM

It’s the only way to go. To Hong Kong, that is. Virgin Atlantic offers a
flight featuring a layover in London, where you’ll be whisked away to
receive a massage at Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London. Relax in
your suite until it’s time to reboard for Asia. But the layover isn’t the only
time you’ll be pampered; you may also experience an in-flight massage
in a dedicated beauty therapy area. There’s no scheduled time when
everyone breaks bread; eat what you like, when you like. When you
tire of viewing entertainment on the 10-inch personal screen at your
seat, stroll to the onboard bar for a refreshment. The trip, available for
redemption at the 300,000-point level, also includes a five-night stay
at Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong.

•

Andrea and Maria Buccellati, and Darlene and Jorge Perez at the Buccellati event

Marysol Patton and Annie Lago
at the CHANEL event

LA DOLCE VITA
Luxury, Quality, Style: These words are synonymous with Italy.
Join us at NM, October 10–26 for a special event
celebrating the best of Italy, all over the store.

IT’S BACK!
AND IT’S EASIER THAN EVER TO PLAY THE BUTTERFLY GAME HAPPENING
SEPTEMBER 3–22, 2003. To play, just tell your sales associate that you would like
to participate. The more you shop, the greater the reward. It’s the perfect time to
check out Armani Days, September 4–6; Escada Days, September 7–13;
and St. John Focus Days, September 18–20.
All purchases made on your NM charge card during the game (with a few
exceptions; see store for full details) count toward your total, which may then be
redeemed for InCircle Rewards® points or an NM Butterfly Gift Card. Play at
NM stores or through NM by Mail (be sure to mention the code word
“butterflies” when playing by mail). See your sales associate for official rules.

THE ART OF ITALIAN STYLE

THE ART OF ITALIAN STYLE CELEBRATES THE EXCELLENCE OF ALL THINGS ITALIAN. It has been well documented over time that the
realistic way in which Italian designers interpret trends is the difference between fashion and style. And if one requires proof, a
leisurely stroll along Via Montenapoleone in Milan or Via del Corso in Rome makes clear the inherent style of those who inhabit this
fancifully shaped country.
If you haven’t the time (or the inclination) to jet to Italy, simply step inside Neiman Marcus during October 10–26 and you’ll see the
same effect. The Art of Italian Style makes it easy to find collections from designers such as Giorgio Armani, Brioni, Dolce & Gabbana,
Prada, Valentino, Gucci, and more. In fact, special events featuring Italian names will be happening in NM stores across the country
(a Roberto Cavalli runway show at NM Houston Galleria, for one; call your nearest NM to find out about local happenings). Plus, the
restaurants of NM are joining in the celebration with a special Italian menu.
Why Italy and why now? Why not! The country’s history, artisan culture, and cuisine date back three millennia. And “made in Italy” is
synonymous with fine craftsmanship (which is why you’ll find that declaration on labels throughout NM). Manufacturers from all over
the world take advantage of Italy’s resources, both human and natural. Where else will you find the culmination of expertise and
materials for producing fine clothing, leather goods, and jewelry? It’s precisely why names including Agnona, Giuliana Teso, Loro
Piana, Kiton, Giuseppe Zanotti, Roberto Coin, and Bottega Veneta are known as symbols of quality worldwide.
You’re invited to join us as we turn our appreciation for la dolce vita into a storewide celebration. Neiman Marcus and Italy—
now that’s amore!

QUICK FACTS ABOUT ITALY
SIZE: 117,487 SQUARE MILES
CAPITAL: ROME
FULL NAME: ITALIAN REPUBLIC
POPULATION: 57.6 MILLION
CURRENCY: EURO

NOW READ THIS
THE DOORS OF THE NEIMAN MARCUS KITCHEN HAVE BEEN OPENED,
AND YOU’RE INVITED IN FOR A PEEK.
Vice President of Neiman Marcus Corporate Food Services Kevin Garvin has compiled
a cookbook that includes recipes for his personal favorites as well as some of the most - requested NM
menu items. Many dishes are as appropriate for a quiet dinner as they are for a large gathering. And
the most enjoyable part: Decide which ones appeal to your palate and prepare them at home. Then take
a trip to an NM restaurant to experience the chef’s interpretations. Mr. Garvin will be traveling
to NM stores across the country and will be available to sign copies. Call your nearest store for details.
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it’s hard to imagine a better way

FROM THE
MOUTHS OF BABES

to wake up a table. Vintage-style

THE CALM GEOMETRY OF JAPANESE

handpainted rooster plates paired

style creates simplicity and balance.

with a set of polka-dot plates create

These earthy dishes have an artisan’s

a refreshing mix of color and whimsy.

touch that warms the soul. NM

Vietri, Inc. pasta bowl, 24.00, salad

EXCLUSIVE set of four leaf bowls,

plate, 20.00, and dinner plate, 26.00.

32.00, sushi set, 25.00, and soup

Kim Seybert leaf napkin ring, 12.00.

bowl set, 25.00. Kim Seybert

Kris Van Stockum rooster napkin, 32.00.

carnelian napkin ring, 20.00, and

NM EXCLUSIVE wine glass, 14.00.

obi place mat, 64.00.

Scof “Borneo Natural” flatware;
five-piece place setting, 98.00.

Ladies across the country kiss and tell their favorite shades.

Featured items in Home Decor.

Chicago
Chantecaille: Sweet Pea

Los Angeles
Nars: Gypsy

Las Vegas
Laura Mercier: Tango Red

chantecaille: sweet pea
nm northbrook
Sweet Pea’s popularity just keeps growing and growing. It seems that
residents of the Windy City have been blown away by this Chantecaille
shade of pink. Not too bright and not too pale, it’ll make you feel like
planting one on somebody. 24.00.

COLORED BARWARE

nars: gypsy
nm beverly hills
As evidenced by freshly bussed cheeks and the rims of wine glasses
everywhere, the ladies who lunch are eating up Gypsy. The Nars lipstick
has taken the Golden State by storm. Part vibrant color, part sophistication,
you can almost hear it whisper “have your people call my people.” 22.00.

laura mercier: tango red
nm las vegas
When the fashionable citizens of Sin City go shopping, they don’t miss a beat.
Laura Mercier Tango Red has them dancing in the streets. It’s sexy, hot, and a
whole lot of fun. We bet you’ll love it, too. 18.00.

puts a smile on your face even before the
first sip. These mouth-blown pieces make

PUNCTUATE A TABLESCAPE
by mixing a few “pop” pieces with other patterns—adding sophistication,
color, and style. Bloom! daylily bowls in medium, 155.00, and small,
75.00; cup and saucer, 44.00; “Cypress Vine” dinner plate, 44.00; and
small stargazer bowl, 75.00. Kim Seybert hemstitched napkin, 18.00, and
beaded place mat, 72.00. Scof “Recamier” boxwood flatware; five-piece
place setting, 138.00.

tables vibrant with color, and they easily go
from casual to formal without ever being
stuffy. NM EXCLUSIVE glass tumbler, 16.00,
wine glass, 14.00, and balloon wine glass,
16.00. Kim Seybert leaf napkin ring, 12.00.

NATURALLY INSPIRED
An artisan’s touch. A nod to nature. And some
spontaneous pop. For inspired settings and gifts
certain to be gushed over, try what’s on our table.
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AMERICAN WOMAN

At NM Downtown Dallas,
(above and right) Kelly illustrates the
charms of six feet of jet and catches
up with St. John devotees who later
toasted with St. John Home glasses.

Kelly accepts congratulations on
a great show at NM Downtown
Dallas from President and CEO of
The Neiman Marcus Group, Burt
Tansky (above). Evening sparkles
this fall (right).

At NM Orlando, Pam Smith, Mary
Collier, and Veronica Cole enjoy
lunch (left), while Anne Murrah
chats with Kelly (below).

NM Fort Lauderdale previews
the St. John Couture Collection,

Have you ever been in the back of a limo with
Kelly Gray? We have, and we’re dishing.

replies. "Denim is the key to everybody’s wardrobe. We offer a finer fabric and better fit—our fit is unparalleled.
We fit a broader range of sizes. You have to be blessed to wear a lot of the jeans out there, and we want
everyone to be able to put the look together.” In fact, the jeans are available in the Marie Fit and the Kelly Fit,

benefiting the Humane Society

SIT DOWN NEXT TO HER AND YOU’LL SOON UNDERSTAND WHY AT 15 KELLY GRAY WAS ALREADY THE

based on how the mother and daughter prefer to wear their own. “I like mine lower and flared to wear with boots,”

What’s a tour without a T-shirt?

of Broward County. Christopher

PUBLIC FACE OF ST. JOHN—AND WHY SHE’S NEVER LOOKED BACK. Today, she’s the co-CEO and creative

Kelly says, “and my mom likes hers higher on the waist and worn with a flat.”

Register to win this NM Exclusive

Agostino joins Kelly Gray and
Dr. Julian and Liz Ferayorni
for the party.

limited-edition T-shirt in our

director of the company founded by her parents, Bob and Marie Gray. St. John just celebrated its fortieth
anniversary, thanks primarily to the smart knits for which it has become known. However, as with most things Kelly

NOT THAT THE KNIT SIDE OF THE BUSINESS WAS NEGLECTED with the introduction of these (comparatively)

is involved in, she’s not afraid to break new ground.

rebellious new fabrics. On the contrary—Kelly notes that knit devotees will see novelty textures, three-quarter-length
jackets, fur trim, and fur collars. “Lots of evening tops, evening separates.” And the color palette is not the blacks

Last spring, she set off on the first-ever St. John tour. SHE HOPPED ON THE COMPANY JET AND VISITED A

and navies of yesteryear, but chartreuse, soft pink, red. What does the St. John woman have to own for fall? “A

NUMBER OF NEIMAN MARCUS STORES, SQUEEZING THE TRIPS IN BETWEEN HER EXECUTIVE DUTIES, which

pair of embroidered jeans, a 1,200-bead necklace—which is a six-foot-long necklace that can be wrapped in

include product development, international sales and marketing, advertising, and promotion. She wanted to

different ways—a fringed purse, and a leather and wicker tote,” Kelly ticks off. “EVERYTHING IS VERY

personally introduce the newest line of St. John to customers and sales associates, to impart her passion for the

LUXURIOUS, VERY OPULENT, VERY OVER THE TOP—ENJOY IT!”

business, and for that, only face-to-face would do. “After the spring shows with Ken Downing [VP of Public
Relations for Neiman Marcus], I had to come back and work harder and make the line more exciting. Also, I

There it is again—that passion for the business that made her the St. John Girl as a teen and now has her on the

wanted to be more in tune with the new trend of dressing. PEOPLE WANT TO CHOOSE MORE ECLECTIC AND

company jet to visit NM stores around the country. “The tour was more fun than you can imagine. If it wasn’t fun, I

UNUSUAL CLOTHES—THE JUXTAPOSITION OF JACKETS AND JEANS,” SHE EXPLAINS. “YOU HAVE TO BE

wouldn’t have signed up for nine more cities!” You can catch Kelly on the second tour this December at Neiman

ONE STEP AHEAD AND BE ABLE TO OFFER THEM THE UNEXPECTED.” And unexpected the fall collection is. In

Marcus stores in White Plains, Paramus, Atlanta, Houston Galleria, Chicago Michigan Avenue, Oakbrook,

addition to St. John’s traditional knit pieces are leather and suede and denim. Why denim? “Why not?” Kelly

Northbrook, Troy, Washington, D.C. Mazza Gallerie, and McLean, Virginia Tysons Galleria.

St. John Shop or Designer
Sportswear. One winner per
store; no purchase necessary;
see store for details.
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SWEPT AWAY

PLACES TO GO, THINGS
TO DO, PEOPLE TO SEE

They played A Million To Win

“It’s so
wonderful
to be a
winner without
really trying!”

THE WHEEL WORLD
Close your eyes and picture the winding, picturesque roads along the
Mediterranean coast. Don’t they cry out for a machine worthy of their curves?
Give them what they want and rent a classic from Auto Europe. It has an
amazing selection, including a Lamborghini Murciélago, a Ferrari 360
Modena convertible and coupe, a Maserati F1 Spyder, and a Mercedes SL
Class automobile. The car of your choice will be delivered nearly anywhere in
Europe. The keys are yours for six nights at the 1,500,000-point level.

—Suzy B. Ettinger

and won.
Suzy B. Ettinger celebrates
her win at NM Northbrook.

Suzy B. Ettinger of Milwaukee and Virginia R. Morehart of
Orange Beach, Alabama, are both 100,000 InCircle Rewards®
points richer after winning the April and May drawings,
respectively. Every time you use your NM® charge card, you’re
entered to win a monthly drawing for 100,000 points and a
grand prize of one million points in December. “I shop in NM
stores across the country because I travel often, and I also shop
NM by Mail and NeimanMarcus.com," says Ms. Ettinger.

April Winner:
Suzy B. Ettinger
May Winner:
Virginia R. Morehart

SORBET THE DAY AWAY
It’s the hottest new spot to be spotted in a robe: Willow Stream Spa at The
Fairmont Southampton resort in Bermuda. The 31,000-square-foot facility
includes a spacious spa and fitness center, featuring treatments such as the
Island Inspiration Body Sorbet, in which you receive a massage followed by a
sorbet application (choose hibiscus, island spice with vitamin C, or lavender)
and a body wrap. Redeem for a four-night stay and receive one spa treatment
per person at the 75,000-point level.

HOT STUFF
It’s fur for fall. And a top New York furrier, Nick Pologeorgis, knows how to turn one
out that recalls the heady glamour of Old Hollywood or evokes the edge of
downtown. Pologeorgis partners with many designers to produce their runway-savvy
furs. Find such luxurious creations in our 2003 wish book: Redeem for an InCircle
Rewards exclusive mink by Michael Kors (for 500,000 points) or a custom-designed
sable by Chado Ralph Rucci (for 1,000,000 points; plus you’ll meet Mr. Rucci).

To be considered official Bermuda
shorts, they must fall two inches
above the knee and be worn
with Bermuda hose.
R AND R AND AH!
Picture-postcard beaches, tropical breezes, azure waves at your feet—you’ve
found your happy place. It’s called Cambridge Beaches in Bermuda and
features luxurious cottage-style rooms, an attentive staff, and breathtaking
views. Choose whether to relax and take it all in or experience one of their
many activities. At the 75,000-point level, you’re eligible to redeem for a
blissful four-night stay plus two spa treatments per person at the sigh-inducing
Ocean Spa and Wellness Centre.

BRUSH WITH GREATNESS
The new NarsSkin collection follows the philosophy of the makeup collection: simple and modern. Designed to deliver optimal results within an uncomplicated and simplified
regime, it’s grouped into three treatment categories: Purifying, Moisture Balancing, and Energizing. This highly effective, technologically advanced collection addresses specific
needs and concerns while protecting skin’s health, which enhances luminosity from the inside out. While you’re at it, pick up an InCircle Rewards exclusive travel makeup-brush
set in a signature case available at the 5,000-point level.
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FALL LEAVES

NM NEWPORT BEACH

At the exclusive Shady Canyon Golf Club this summer, NM Newport Beach and the
legendary design house Escada hosted a luncheon and fashion show. To tee off, guests enjoyed a savory meal and a fashionable
dessert on the Great Lawn. The sleek catwalk showcased suede fringe details, bold tooled leather, and alluring evening gowns from
the fall collection. The coveted hole in one was the special NM Escada Shop set up for the day—everyone left with a great score.
Debie Miller and
Anna Leah Jennings

Robin McMonigle

Shady Canyon Golf Club

Cindy Fry and Marcy Birney
Sahar Manley

AFRICA CALLING
Lean back in your spacious seat and prop your feet on the ottoman, and you’ll be in
Johannesburg before you know it. South African Airways has made it a practice to pamper
its first-class guests with amenities including fully reclining chairs, linen-covered duvets, ondemand movies at each seat, and a selection of fine native wines, such as the Jordan Blanc
Fume 2000 and the Cederberg Cabernet Sauvignon 2000. And the flying techies will love
the ability to spin their own tunes by selecting music from various albums. You’ll experience
the red-carpet treatment when you redeem for a trip aboard the airline for a nine-night
exploration of Southern Africa at the 2,000,000-point level.

CROSS COUNTRY CLUB
Step inside an American Airlines® Admirals Club® and see
why members love to spend time relaxing or catching up
on work while being catered to in one of the many exclusive
lounges located in airports throughout the U.S., Canada,
the Caribbean, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Join the
Club for 15,000 points.

Escada fashion show

PALM QUEEN
Gloves are the hot accessory news from the

South Africa boasts the biggest land mammal (African
elephant), the smallest (pygmy shrew), the tallest (giraffe),
and the fastest (cheetah).

runways this fall. Which begs the question—
what do your gloves say about you? Our most
fashionable palm reader has the answers.
Chi-Lin Sun
Jennifer Condas and
Kelly Cole

better red
Studded hands and fingers are a rare
combination that brings great fortune. You
are likely to be extravagant and fabulous—
and make an excellent friend. Red gloves
signify a delightful acquisitiveness. Try your
luck at an auction soon. Silk - lined leather
gloves with golden studs, in red (shown),
orange, black, or brown, 105.00.
1
All gloves are available in sizes 6 /2–8
at NM in Accessories.

Bonnie Morrison, Carolyne Ferguson,
and Nikki Laughlin

PICTURE YOURSELF HERE
Adventure called—and wondered why you’ve been such a stranger lately.
Reintroduce yourself with a seven-night Alaska Unusual excursion that puts you
in a private bush aircraft with an experienced pilot/guide to snap away at
wildlife, courtesy of a $2,000 photo-equipment certificate and advice from a
professional photographer. It’s waiting for you at the 1,000,000-point level.

prints charming
A penchant for print indicates a very old
soul. Your style line is long and unbroken,
meaning you are impervious to trends. As far
as you are concerned, leopard print is a
neutral and goes with anything. And you’re
quite right. Animal - print hair - calf and brown
leather gloves with cashmere lining, 135.00.

DRIVEN TO BE THE BEST
Why rent a car when you can rent a luxurious automobile? Now through May 31,
2004, when you rent a Jaguar X-Type (or another Hertz Prestige Collection vehicle)
for at least three days, you’ll receive a complimentary fourth day along with a
discount. Just mention this offer and your Hertz discount CDP# 321768 when making
®

your reservation, and remember to present your InCircle Rewards card or Hertz
Member Savings card when you pick up your wheels. Visit hertz.com, call Hertz at
1-800-654-2210, or contact your travel agent for reservations.
Important rental information: Advance reservations are required as blackout
periods may apply in some cities at some times, especially during periods of peak
demand. If a blackout occurs, you’re still entitled to your discount and can save this
offer for another trip, as the vehicle can be picked up through May 31, 2004.
Normal Daily, Weekly, and Weekend restrictions for the renting location apply.
This offer is redeemable at participating Hertz locations in the U.S. and Canada. Availability is limited. Not all vehicles, vehicle
equipment, and services are available at all locations. This coupon has no cash value and may not be used with any other CDP#,
coupon, discount, rate, or promotion. Hertz standard driver and credit qualifications for the renting location apply, and the car must
be returned to that location. Minimum rental age is 25 (exceptions apply). Taxes, tax reimbursement, airport-related fees, vehicle
license fees, and optional service charges, such as refueling, are not subject to discount. Call for details. Coupon expires May 31,
2004. PC# 942502
Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.

GORING, GORING, GONE
Royal and royally sophisticated Londoners alike make The Goring their lodging
of choice. Founder O. R. Goring opened his namesake in 1910 just behind
Buckingham Palace, and the legend was born. Today, The Goring Hotel is the
haunt of those who appreciate Edwardian flair, friendly service, and discretion.
If walls could talk, The Garden Bar wouldn’t lack for scintillating tales of the
rendezvous it has been privy to over the decades. The wine cellar boasts one of
the finest collections in the city, and when you lunch in the dining room, simply
mention Neiman Marcus and you’ll be treated to a bottle of specially selected
claret. At the 100,000-point level, you may redeem for a five-night stay that
includes tours of the Queens Gallery, Kensington Palace, the Tower of London,
and Westminster Abbey, plus an invitation to the Ceremony of the Keys.

Karen Brown, Chi-Lin Sun,
Kedric Francis, Reves Liu, and Aiko Liu
Escada fashion show

pink twice
You like to talk with your hands, mostly
because you like people to notice your
gloves. You’re willful and expressive, and
you love getting caught pink-handed.
Fuchsia reveals your charming
nonconformity, especially when worn with a
black or gray coat. Cashmere - lined
leather gloves, in fuchsia (shown), orange,
lime, or bright violet, 84.00.

